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The Bureau of Police Research and Development is organizing two days
National Conference on "Criminal Activities and Radicalization in jails:
Vulnerability of Inmates and Jail Staff and their Protection" on lih and 13th
September. The conference was inaugurated today morning at BPR&D
Headquarters at Mahipalpur, New Delhi by Shri G. Kishan Reddy, MoS Home as
the Chief Guest. He delivered the keynote address in the presence of senior serving
and retired officers of MHA, CAPF, State Police, Academia, civil society
organizations, Prison Officers and BPR&D Officers and staffs.

2. Speaking on the occasion, the MoS mentioned that prison administration in
the country since independence has been a matter of intense debate on various
forums. Even the Supreme Court of India has expressed its concern over the
conditions of prisons. Therefore, there is a need to ensure safety and security of the
prisoners, improve the condition of prisoners and to convert the prison as a centre
of reformation.

3. Though the prison falls under the state list under the constitution of India,
yet the Central Government has been taking various steps from time to time in
prison reforms and assisting the state in better prison administration. Further, he
also mentioned that some of the challenges before the prison are:

• Over-crowding in prisons.
• A very high percentage of under-trial prisoners.
• Inadequate and poor quality of prison infrastructure, especially the

barracks for prisoners.
• Criminal Activities and Radicalization in Jails
• Vulnerability of inmates and jail staff and their protection.
• Safety of women prisoners and their young children.
• Shortage of funds and staff for proper prison administration.



, .
4. Further, he mentioned that the Government has taken various steps for
speedy disposal of the trials including the concept of Lok Adalat to reduce the
litigation. Further on the issue of over-crowding, he apprised that the Government
of India has launched the ambitious project of 1800 crores to create 199 new jails,
1572 additional barracks and 8568 prison staff quarters. He also emphasized the
use of technology for speeding up trial through video conferencing, etc.

5. Prior to the address of the Chief Guest, Shri V S K Kaumudi, DG, BPR&D,
welcomed the Chief Guest, all other guests and delegates in the conference. While
delivering his opening address, he introduced the following four key issues
proposed for the conference:

I. To understand various criminal activities at individual and gang levels and
consider safety measures for vulnerable inmates and jail staff.

II. To understand various facets of radicalization in prisons and suggest
measures to mitigate radicalization.

III. To analyze and formulate the security and protection standards for prison
staffs

IV. To provide an inter-disciplinary platform for correctional personnel and
experts to exchange and share their experiences on prison reforms.

6. At the end, Shri V H Desmukh, ADG, BPR&D, gave Vote of Thanks to the
Chief Guest and all other distinguished members present in the conference on the
behalf of the BPR&D.
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